
Arguments For and Against Hunting 

The killing of wild animals for food used to be a part of everyday life. Today, hunting 

is a controversial issue because it is frequently regarded as a recreational activity, 

residents are concerned about safety issues, and society’s attitudes towards animals 

are changing. 

Arguments For 

Hunting proponents argue that hunting is safe, effective, necessary, and inexpensive 

to taxpayers.  

 The injury rate for hunting is lower than that of some other forms of physical 

recreation, such as football and bicycling.  

Hunters argue that hunting is a tradition, a ritual or a bonding experience. 

Arguments Against 

 animals are often killed painfully 

 animals suffer pain and fear during the chase 

 animals that escape may be injured 

 hunting involves unnecessary cruelty, as animal population control can be 

better done in other ways 

 the animals hunted in Britain are not significant agricultural pests 

 the basic interests of the hunted animals are seriously violated in order to 

satisfy less basic human interests  

o the animal interest is the basic one of continuing to live 

o the trivial human interests are sport, pleasure and the preservation of 

cultural traditions 

o the serious human interests are the protection of agriculture, the 

conservation of the environment and the provision of human 

employment 

 it is morally wrong to kill for pleasure 

Canned Hunting 

Whether they agree with it or not most people are familiar with what is involved with 

hunting animals. Fewer are familiar with what canned hunting entails. In a 'normal' 

hunt the hunter goes out armed with rifle and a bagful of patience. The animal is 

tracked down and killed, ideally with a single shot, a 'clean kill'. Often the hunter 

returns home empty handed. Where chance is part of the formula even the most 

stalwart anti-hunt individual would probably give a tiny degree of acceptance. 

Canned hunting is different. In a canned hunt there is no patience, no chance and no 

skill. The animals in a canned hunt are enclosed, there is no escape. It is quite literally 

'like shooting fish in a barrel.' One sick hunt organiser actually organised it so clients 

could use a computer from the comfort of their home and aim and shoot an animal 

many miles away. 

http://peterdickinson.hubpages.com/hub/Shark-Hunting-Aquarium-in-Pattaya-Thailand


Normally though the hunter orders the animals he or she wishes to kill. Yes, a lot of 

women do it too. The hunter chooses the weapon be it rifle, bow or crossbow and is 

led on a pseudo 'hunt' to his/her unsuspecting prey. 

The choice of animals to kill is wide but most want to kill antelope, gazelle or deer 

with big horns. Lions and other mega beasts figure high in the top ten kill wish list. 

 

 


